The bipartite graph method of link prediction can apply in many fields of recommendations, with the nodes (users and items) and links (interactions between users and items). However, that links cannot represent the users' dual preferences (like and dislike). Some researchers improved that limits by complex number representations, but still not consider the influence of users' similarity recommendation performance. Here, we proposed an improved method to cope with this deficiency, build the relational dualities by complex number representations and computing the users' similarity by genres weight relations. In experiments with the Xiami.com music dataset, the proposed music genre weight-based music recommendation model (MGW) performances better than the CORLP method.
Introduction
The study of music recommendation has been become the focus of academic circles and the business community. Music recommendation save a lot of time for user to find their own preferences from the massive songs. At the same time, the music recommend subscription service brought huge profits to merchants [1] . In China, with the development of internet and intelligent mobile phone industry, reported music application has been become the longest time used application for users in all entertainment application. At the same time, more and more domestic music web site (such as douban.fm, music.163.com) recommend music to users through a variety of recommended technology like private station and recommendation playlist. User can hear the song they will like but unable to find from the vast amounts of songs on the internet. Among the numerous recommendation algorithms, link prediction research has raised wide attention in recent years and involved in many fields such as computer science, biology and physic, et al [2] . The most prominent contribution of link prediction is to find potential interested products for users in electronic commerce [3] . Also in the field of social networks, link prediction can help user to find new friends they may know or want to know [4] . Link prediction takes the number of common neighborhoods into account, which influences on user preferences in different path of lengths. Zhihao Wu [5] has improved the limits of collaborative filtering algorithms which only compared two users for each other. Bipartite graph as a kind of representation in the link prediction, can simplify the complex network as binary link relations like user-item link relations. However, the traditional bipartite graph can only represent the unitary of the links between the nodes but cannot represent the dual links [6] . For example, in traditional bipartite graph algorithm, we only know the links between the user and songs, but don not the links is affirmative or negative. Feng Xie [7] modeling the relational dualities using complex number which fixed the above problem. They represent complex number as affirmative and negative preference of user, and from their experiment, the complex number representation link prediction method (CORLP) achieved the best performance in the three power of the adjacency matrix. The CORLP consider the dual user's preference to improve the traditional bipartite graph method, but still not consider the similarity of the users in the real music community.
In this paper, we proposed music genre weight-based music recommendation model (MGW) based on CORLP method. We extract the genre preference weight features of users to improve the similarity of users combined with the music genre classification from the music domain knowledge. In the experiment part, we evaluate the validity and efficiency of the MGW model at last.
Model
To similar with the most offline music recommendations, our model generate a recommendation list to users that according to extract music features [8] . Figure 1 shows the process of music genre weight-based music recommendation model (MGW) model. The core idea of this process is the combination of the music genre preference weight feature of users and CORLP method, improve the similarity of users. The CORLP method can describe both positive and negative music preference of the user, improved the traditional link prediction which only can represent the unitary music preference of the user. For example, user not only have their favorite music list but also have blacklist, all of these factors should be considered in the real music community.
The music genre preference weight feature regard as a user attribute can describe the degree of music preference from different users to the same music genre, which can improve the affection of music recommendation. For example, two users may both like the rock genre, but the similarity of two users will different if their preference degree of the rock genre is not the same.
To construct the model, we proposed the process including the extraction of music genre preference feature from user, discovery the association between music genre preference feature and CORLP method. Given the music preference and music genre preference weight from user, the model will generate a music recommendation list. 
CORLP method
The CORLP (Complex Representation-based Link Prediction) method models relational dualities using complex number instead of unitary in the past between users and items. This method achieved significant performance compared with state-of-the-art methods.
Input data are modelled as a directed graph where the set of nodes consists of all users and items , is set of links that represent various relations, and includes all of the links' weight. Then, set , , and , where is imaginary number whose square is negative one. Hence, we can convert directed graph to which is an unweighted and undirected network. The adjacency matrix of the user-item graph has the following property: 
Hence, any sum of the powers of the adjacency matrix can be split into even and odd part. Furthermore,
(1) we can using the sum of odd parts for recommendation combined with the matrix exponential.
Feature Extraction
Music has a lot feature, which include melody, rhythm, tempo, mode, key, harmony, dynamics and tone-color.
[9] [10] . Based on the users' preferences, music genre can distinguish the users' favour of music. The music genre preference weight of users can reflect the similarity of users, so we regard the music preference weight as the user features to measure the differences between the users. Then we improve the accuracy of music recommendation to users with modified similarity of the users.
In the real music community, each user has his favourite list of music artist, and every artist has at least one or more music genres such as Pop or Rock genre. Table. 1 Shows twenty-three music genre from the real music community (www.xiami.com) which put all the music into twenty-three categories. 
Recommendation
The improved CORLP method is consider the influence of music preference weight of users to the similarity of users in a real situation. We modify the second power of the adjacency matrix A combined with music genre domain knowledge, and recommend song to users that have not heard before.
According to the section 3.2, the second power of the adjacency matrix A can be represented as following equation 6 based on CORLP method: Where B is real matrix. After we calculated the similarity of users again combined with music genre, the topleft matrix BB can be converted to matrix C. we can convert to , as following as:
Where C is a modified matrix which consider the music genre preference weight of the users. We can infer the modified Where the part of the matrix is music preference matrix of users. That part considers the relations between users using which represented as path counting for paths of length 3. Therefore, we can compare with , analysing and resulting the music recommendation list to the users.
Experiment
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed music recommendation approach, we use the dataset contains 4,879 ratings including like or dislike by 20 users on 4,363 songs on real-world datasets.
Users' music preferences and music genres were collected during the four-month period from November 15st, 2015 through February 31st. The 20 Users were randomly chosen from an artist circle of fans, which have more than 2,000 users. The 23 music genres feature were collected through the existing classification of music genres from the professional music recommendation web site (xiami.com). The ratings data was dual music preferences which the users like the songs or dislike it.
In our data set, ratings divided into two subsets, training and test. The training subset was randomly chosen 60% of the data set, and the test subset was randomly chosen 40% of the data set.
The recommendation performance is measured by Top-N method, which are defined as:
Where is the number of the recommended songs, is number of the songs that user liked. Where F is a synthetically index to evaluate the Top-N recommended method. The comparison between our proposed MGW algorithm and MAG algorithm are shown in Fig.2, 3 and 4. Fig.2 and fig.3 show that the experimental results of accuracy and recall, as the number of items recommended for users ranges from 5 to 25 for the xiami.com dataset. The two algorithms share the property that the accuracy and recall increase as the growth of the number of recommended items, and the MGW method achieved a higher accuracy and recall than the CORLP method. The F-score is one of the aggregative indicator to verify the validity of the Top-N method, in fig4, MGW performances better than the CORLP method only except for the Top-5.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a MGW model to recommend music based on the link prediction. The core of our proposed approach is to construct the recommendation model based on the CORLP method, and combined with the similarity of users by extracting the genre weight feature of users' preference. In the experiment part, 20 user is too small to disturb the stability of the recommendation results. In the future, we plan to collect more preferences data of the users to overcome the sparsely problems of data.
